Withdrawal from the treatment does not mean from the study

Having read the recently published paper by Williams on the ethical conflict between individual rights and public health rights when conducting research on humans, we would like to call attention to a common misconception that occurs in clinical trials: withdrawal from treatment under study necessarily implies withdrawal from the study. Failure to continue to study patients who have withdrawn from treatment can severely hinder research, as critical information is lost. While there will always be some patients who do not complete the treatment protocol, their data may and should still be used to complete the study protocol, wherever it is practical and where consent can be obtained. If the reason for stopping treatment is due to patient denial of the previously agreed consent, a conflict arises between the rights of the individual and those of the population since the latter might benefit from this lost patient information.

As Eriksson & Helgesson explain, there are various reasons why patients may choose to ask for their data to be removed from studies. These are legitimate concerns and should never be taken lightly. However, every patient who has received medical treatment has reaped the benefits of previous studies, that is to say, from individuals who have voluntarily allowed their data to be used for the benefit of humanity. It could be argued that it is the duty of every patient to repay this debt. We think that, once informed consent has been given, data belong to the protocol and may be used within the context that was previously agreed: report, publication and oral presentation. Some have argued that “once consent has been given, participants should not necessarily have unconditional or absolute rights to withdraw.”

This discrepancy hindered our own research recently when one of us tried to distinguish between withdrawing from treatment and withdrawing from the study. The Independent Review Board referred him to item 22 of the Declaration of Helsinki, which states that: “The subject should be informed of the right to abstain from participation in the study or to withdraw consent to participate at any time without reprisal.” But the World Medical Association’s International Code of Medical Ethics divides these patient’s rights into two parts. Under this code, item 2 of “Duties of physicians in general” states that: “A physician shall respect a competent patient’s right to accept or refuse treatment” and item 4 of “Duties of physicians to patients” states that: “A physician shall respect a patient’s right to confidentiality. It is ethical to disclose confidential information when the patient consents to it or if there is a real and imminent threat of harm to the patient or to others and this threat can be only removed by a breach of confidentiality.” Therefore, when volunteering to participate in a randomized clinical trial, a patient effectively agrees to two different requirements: on the one hand, to random allocation to treatment, and on the other, to measurement and use of aggregated data that is made suitably anonymous.

The current wording of the Declaration of Helsinki fails to distinguish between consent to treatment and consent to data. Therefore, when the World Medical Association meets in Seoul, Republic of Korea, in October 2008, we feel that it should deliberate on how to avoid such confusion.
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